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What is measurement theory? 



Measurement theory 

Measurement theory is the foundation for developing, evaluating, 

interpreting educational and psychological measurement.

● Use observable tasks to estimate unobservable capability.

● Successful task completion in the test infers future 

performance on tasks beyond what’s included in the test.

● Scores on these tests have direct consequences for high-stakes 

decisions
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Measurement theory guided the 
development and validation of 
educational exams, cognitive tests, 
personality tests, mental health diagnosis 
scales, etc. 



Measurement error 

Score=T+ε
Distinguishing true signal 
(T) from measurement 
error (ε) in model 

performance comparisons. 



Measurement error 

Score=T+ε



Methods in measurement theory aims to 
identify and quantify measurement errors 



•Reliability measures the extent 
to which a metric is subject to 
random error and is consistent 
across repeated measures.

•Validity focuses on how well the 
interpretation and uses of metric 
score are aligned with real-world 
evidence.



Reliability Validity

how a score may fluctuate on 
repeated measures.

Test-retest Reliability

Internal-Consistency Reliability

how the metric score fluctuates 
within a benchmark dataset, i.e., 
across data points.

how a metric score aligns 
with theorized constructs and 
captures signals in interest.  

Construct Validity

Criterion-related Validity 

how a metric score is in 
relation to key external 
criterions.



Why do we care about measurement theory? 



Measuring capability 

Human Conversational UI

Exam Multiple subjects, each represents one 
dimension of capability

Multiple datasets

Subject Multiple questions, each measuring 
similar capability

Multiple data piece, each measuring agent 
capability

Examinee A person A conversational agent

Exam Score Indicating the examinee’s capability Indicating the agent’s capability



Methods and conceptual frameworks in 
measurement theory can guide and evaluate 
evaluation methods for conversational UI. 



Presentation 



Discussion



Discussion

How do we evaluate/validate 
benchmarks, such as MMLU? 


